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Abstract 
In this paper we propose a method for  constructing 

the maximum number of edge-disjoint spanning trees (in 
the directed sense) on a hypercube with arbitrary one 
faulty node. Each spanning tree is of optimal height. By 
taking the common neighbor of the roots of these 
edge-disjoint spanning trees as the new root and 
reversing the direction of the directed link from each 
root to the new root, a spanning graph, consisting of n - 
1 edge-disjoint spanning trees, of optimal height is 

formed. Broadcasting based on the spanning graph has 
an optimal bandwidth utilization and an optimal latency. 

Index Terms --- Broadcasting, edge-disjoint spanning 
trees, automorphism, dimension permutation, 
hypercubes. 

I: Introduction 

Distributed-memory multiprocessors are receiving 
increased attention to meet the demand for high-speed 
processing. Many interconnection structures have been 
proposed for these machines. The binary (Boolean) 
hypercube, due to its logarithmic diameter, simplicity, 
regularity, rich bandwidth and fault tolerance, has been 
one of the most popular topologies used in 
distributed-memory multiprocessors. One more important 
fact is that many interconnection networks such as trees 
and multidimensional meshes can be embedded in the 
hypercube [l]. A number of hypercube machines have 
been built such as Intel iPSC, NCUBE/10 and the 
Connection Machine [2]. It has possibility that processors 
may fail in a multiprocessor system. Because the 
probability of one or more processors that will fail in 
such system is quite large, algorithms designed for 
parallel systems with faulty processors are necessary. A 
faulty hypercube is caused by some nodes of a complete 
hypercube becoming faulty. 

Broadcasting is one of the most important 
communication primitives used in distributed-memory 
multiprocessors. It is frequently used in many linear 
algebra algorithms, such as Gaussian elimination and 

matrix multiplication. Broadcasting on a graph can be 
realized by taking the root of a spanning tree, or a set of 
spanning trees, of the graph as the source node. More 
efficient broadcasting can be achieved if more spanning 
trees can be constructed provided that these spanning 
trees are edge-disjoint and have a common root. Graphs 
of minimal height have minimal propagation time which 
is an important concern for small data volumes. For large 
data volumes, efficient bandwidth utilization is 
important, in particular, if each processor can 
communicate on all its ports concurrently. 

Several communication strategies for hypercubes have 
been proposed in previous researches [3, 4, 5, 8, 9, lo]. 
In [3], Johnsson and Ho define the binomial spanning 
tree and n edge-disjoint spanning trees which can be used 
for broadcasting on a complete hypercube. Tien [5] 
devises and analyzes a broadcasting algorithm based on 
edge-disjoint spanning trees in an incomplete hypercube 
of 2" + 2k nodes, where 02 k <  n. Ramanathan and 
Shin [SI propose a reliable broadcasting algorithm which 
delivers multiple copies of the broadcast message through 
disjoint paths to all nodes of the hypercube. Nodes 
receive many copies of broadcast message and choose one 
by the majority vote. In [4], Kateseff describes a routing 
and broadcasting algorithm for incomplete hypercubes 
which are hypercubes with certain nodes removed. Lee 
and Hayes [ 101 present fault-tolerant communication 
approach to routing and broadcasting in hypercubes. 
One spanning tree of the faulty hypercube is found. In 
this paper, we find the maximum number of edge-disjoint 
spanning trees in a faulty hypercube. Broadcasting based 
on these edge-disjoint spanning trees is efficient in the 
sense of no redundant messages transmitted. The faulty 
hypercube concerned in this paper has arbitrary one 
faulty node. The incomplete hypercube defined in [4] has 
M nodes and is formed by removing the last N - M nodes 
from a complete n-cube. Also only one spanning tree of 
the incomplete hypercube is found in [4]. 

The communication model is assumed to be 
packet-switched or store-and-forward. Messages are 
broken down into smaller pieces, or packets, of the same 
size. All incident links of a node can be used for 
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transmission or reception simultaneously. We use M to 
denote the number of packets to be broadcasted; z is the 
transfer time of a packet over a hop; and t is the start-up 
time for communication of a packet. For simplicity, we 
assume that z = 1 and t = 0 in analyzing the 
communication complexity. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 11, notations, properties of hypercubes and 
edge-disjoint spanning trees in hypercubes are 
introduced. The edge-disjoint spanning trees of a faulty 
hypercube are constructed in Section 111. Section IV 
describes broadcasting based on the spanning graph and 
estimates the broadcasting complexity. A conclusion is 
given in Section V. 

11. Preliminary 

An n-dimensional hypercube Qfl (i.e., n-cube) can be 
modeled as a graph G(V,E), with I = 2" = N nodes, 
and IEI = n2"-' edges. Each node represents a processor 
and each edge represents a link between a pair of 
processors. The node address can be uniquely represented 
by an n-bit binary string from 0 to N - I such that there 
exists a link between two nodes if and only if their 
addresses differ in exactly one bit. Links are typically 
bidirectional, each edge in E corresponding to two 
directed links with opposite direction. A link which 
connects two nodes whose binary addresses differ in the 
ith bit (starting with the least significant bit as bit 0) is 
referred to as an i-th dimension link. The relative 
address of two nodes U and v is defined as the bitwise 
Exclusive-OR of their node addresses, U @I v. The 
Hamming distance between two nodes U and v, H(u,v), is 
the number of ones in their relative address. The ith bit 
of the node address corresponds to the ith dimension in a 
Boolean space. In a node address symbol * is used as a 
don't-care symbol whose value can be 0 or 1, and y' 
stands for i consecutive y's. U ;  denotes the ith neighbor 
of node U, i.e., ui  = U @ 2' . Two nodes have the same 
lowest k-I bits address value are referred to as the 
corresponding node to each other in a Q k .  In this paper, 
an n-dimensional hypercube Qfl that contains arbitrary 
one faulty node is denoted by Q!, . The node with address 
(0') in d ,  O S i l n - 1 ,  is called the corresponding 
source node st .  

In [3], Johnsson and Ho defined n directed spanning 
trees in an n-cube and showed that they are all 
edge-disjoint (in the directed sense). The ith spanning 
tree, where i E {O,l;..,n-I], is constructed by extending 
an edge from the root across dimension i to node x = 

(Of l -"* lOi)  first, and then construct a spanning tree 
rooted at node x in subcube (*n-i-l 1 * ' ) according to the 

sequence of dimension (i+l) mod n, (if2) mod n;.., 
0-1) mod n, and finally, by appending each node (except 
node 0") in subcube ( * f l - i - l  O*' ) t o its corresponding 
node in subcube (* fl-i-l 1 * 1 . Fig. 1 shows an example 
of three edge-disjoint spanning trees (EDST) in a 3-cube, 
where the labels on directed links are link numbers. The 
number of communication steps for the broadcasting 
algorithm based on n EDST's on an n-cube is shown to 
be r+l+n. Fig.2 shows an example of broadcasting three 
elements based on the three EDST's on a 3-cube, where 
labels on links are communication steps. 

Fig. 1. Three EDST's in 3-cube 

Fig.2. Broadcasting on a 3-cube 

Fig.3. Three rooted EDST's and three pivoted EDST's 

In [ 5 ] ,  Tien generalized the construction method of 
edge-disjoint spanning trees for the incomplete 
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hypercube I ; ,  which consists of an n-cube and a k-cube, 
and n > k >= 0. The EDST's constructed by Johnsson 
and Ho are referred to as rooted EDST's, for all 
spanning trees have a common root. In [ 5 ] ,  a set of 
pivoted EDST's are formed by reversing the direction of 
the directed link between the common root and its 
immediate successors in the rooted EDST's. Pivoted 
EDST's are shown to be edge-disjoint [ 5 ] .  Roots of 
pivoted EDST's are called pivot nodes. Fig.3 shows the 
rooted EDST's and pivoted EDST's in a 3-cube. Each 
EDST in & is referred to as a light EDST, because each 
spanning tree in e/n has one less node than the other 
spanning trees in Qn. 

111. Light edge-disjoint spanning trees in 
Q/n 

In thls section, we show how (n - I )  light EDST's are 
constructed in Qt.  The root of each light spanning tree is 
a neighbor of a common node, the source node s. 

Lemma I: For any given node x in Qn , there exists an 
automorphism which maps node x to node (0"). 

Proof: Let node x = (xn-1xn-? * **xn) and the 
automorphism of Qn be defined as ox : y  + x @ y ,  
where @ denotes the bitwise Exclusive-OR operator. 
Thus,Gr(x) = (0" ).U 

In the following, by lemma 1, we assume node (On) in 
Q'n is the source node s. so and s1 denote the 0th and 
lth neighbors of the source node s. 

Lemma 2: For any node f in Qn with Hamming 
distance d to the source node,(i.e., H&s)=d ), there exists 
a dimension permutation whch maps node f to (1 

Proof Without loss of generality, we assume node f i n  
(3s is (OOlOl), H(f,s) = 2. With dimension permutation 
7t = [2 0 4 3 11, node f is mapped to node (1203).U 

A. Light EDST's in & 
Light EDST's in and e/2 are obvious. For &, the 

procedure to find the EDST's depends on the Hamming 
distance between the faulty node and the source node s. 
We consider three cases of H(f,s) = 1, H(f,s) = 2 and 
H(f,s) = 3 .  In each case, two light EDST's rooted at 
neighbors of source node are constructed. 

Note that in case 2, the spanning tree rooted at so has 
height n - 1, one less than that of the other spanning trees 
in all cases. A light EDST is referred to as the ith light 
EDST in if it's root address is (On-"' loi), 0 I i I n - 1. 

case 1: H(f,s) = 1 

1 

0 +/$'., 6 J 

tL 
Fig.4. A Q', with H(f,s) = 1 and two light EDST's 

rooted at so and s 1 

case 2: H(f,s) = 2 

Fig.5. A Q', with H(f,s) = 2 and two light EDST's 
rooted at so and SI 

case 3: H(f,s) = 3 

Fig.6. A e', with H(f,s) = 3 and two light EDST's 
rooted at so and s 1 

Lemma 3: Two light EDST's can be constructed in 

Proof It is straightforward to verifj that each pair of 
a n d .  

light EDST's in cases 1 to 3 are edge-disjoint.0 

B. Light EDST's in e/n, n 2 4 

A Qn can be decomposed into two along 
dimension i ,  0 I i 2 n -  1. With lemmas 1 and 2, it is 
clear that a ($, can be decomposed into a sequence of 
subcubes { Qn-l, en-*, ..., Qi, Q:}, such that is the 
subcube containin the faulty node. There are many ways 
to decompose Q! into a sequence of subcubes. For 
convenience, we fix the decomposition such that nodes in 
larger subcube have smaller addresses than that of the 
nodes in smaller subcube. For instance, a e: with faulty 
node f = (1 1000) can be decomposed into { Q4, (33, }, 
where (0*4 , 
Q4, Q 3  and &, respectively. 

For constructing light spanning trees for higher 
dimensional cube, the two light EDST's in e', are taken 
as basis, and then used for constructing three light 
EDS'T's in {Q3,e',}, which composes d .  The three 
light EDST's are in turn taken as basis for constructing 

and 1 1 * 3  ) denote the addresses of 
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four light EDST's in {Q4,Q',}, which compose e',. 
Continue this process until n - 1 light EDST's for & are 
constructed. By lemmas 1 and 2, only n cases (cases of 
H(f,s) = d, 1 I d I n ) are considered. These n cases can 
be categorized into case A and case B. Case 
A: 2 I H V ; s ) I n ;  case B: H(f,s) = 1. A faulty node f 
having H(f,S') = d i n  QLl, 1 I d 5 (n -I), has H(f,s) = 
d + 1 in Q!,. Constructing three light EDST's in e/4 is 
described as an example. 

Case A: H(f,s) = d, 2 I d 5 4 .  
For a d ,  which can be decomposed into { Q 3 , d } ,  

according to the value of H(f,s) in subcube &, we first 
construct two light EDST's rooted at si and s{ . Then 
construct two pivoted EDST's in subcube Q3 rooted at so 

r f and s1 according to [ 5 ] .  Appending nodes Sn and s1 to 
nodes so and SI, respectively, across dimension 3, the 
first two light EDST's are formed. For the last light 
EDST in &, attach nodes 4 and s{ to node d ,  and then 
attach all nodes ( except nodes s: and 4 ) in subcube & 
to their corresponding nodes in Q3, together with the last 
pivoted EDST in subcube Q3, the last light EDST is 
formed. 

Case B: H(f,s) = 1 
When the faulty node is the corresponding source 

node sf in subcube &, constructing three , pivoted 
EDST's in subcube by removing the faulty node from 
each pivoted EDST. The removal of the faulty node in 
each pivoted EDST does not destroy the spanning tree. 
Then, construct three pivoted EDST's in subcube Q3 and 
appending the three pivot nodes in to it's 
corresponding nodes in subcube Q3, respectively. Three 
light EDST's are formed in Q: .The procedure described 
is generalized as Algorithm A. 

Algorithm A: 
Case A: 
Input: n - 2 light EDST's, denoted Sp = { S C } ,  in 

Output: n - 1 light EDST's, denoted T = { T, }, in Q!, 

1. Decompose Q!, into subcubes en-, and &-, . 
2. Construct n - 2 pivoted EDST's, denoted ST = 

{STi }, in subcube en-, rooted at s i ,  where 0 I i I n - 3 .  
3 .  For each i, O I i I n - 3 ,  appends< to STi via a 

link from s: to si across dimension n - 1. The first n - 2 
light EDST's are constructed. 

4. Construct the last pivoted EDST STn-2 in subcube 
Qn-l rootedat~n-2 . 

5. Append each node s; , O I i I n - 3 ,  to the 
corresponding source node sf in subcube Q!,-, . 

f QLl rootedats;, O I i I n - 3 .  

rooted at s i ,  0 I i I n - 2 .  

f 

6. Append all nodes, except node d, 0 I i I n - 3 ,  in 
subcube &-l to its corresponding node in subcube Q-1, 

respectively. The last light EDST is constructed. 

Qn-1 QL 

0: pivot node 

Fig. 7 Steps 1 to 3 for case A 

Qn-1 QL 

sn-  s'" 
: pivot node 

Fig. 8 Steps 4 to 6 for case A 

Case B: H(f,s) = 1 
Input: Q!,. 
Output: n -I light EDST's, denoted T = {Ti}, in Q!, 

1. Decompose & into subcubes { 
2. Construct n - 1 pivoted EDST's, denoted by Sp = 

{S< }, 0 I i I n - 2, in subcube &-l with the faulty node 
removed from each pivoted EDST. 

3. Construct n - 1 pivoted EDST's, denoted by ST = 

{STi }, 0 I i I n - 2,  in subcube Qn-l rooted at Si. 
4. For each i, 0 5 i I n - 2, appending S e  to STi from 

s! to si via a link across dimension n - 1. 

rooted at s i ,  0 5 i I n - 2 .  
Q{-, }. 

, Qn-1 QL-i 

o :  pivot node sn-2 b- 

Fig. 9 Steps 1 to 4 for case B 
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Lemma 4: The outputs of Algorithm A finds n - I light 
EDST's, denoted T = { Ti }, rooted at si, 0 5 i I n - 2, 
in Qf l .  

Pro@ It is clear that the n - I light EDST's 
constructed by Algorithm A are spanning trees for &. 
We are going to show that they are edge-disjoint in cases 
A and B. Links in & are partitioned into five sets (1) 
L1: the set of links in subcube Qfl- l ,  (2) L2: the set of 
links with link number n - I, i.e., links connecting 
subcube and subcube &-, , (3) L3: the set of n - I 
links from node s' to node s:, 0 I i I n - 2, in 
subcube (4) U: the set of n - 1 links from node s{ 
to node d ,  0 I i 5 n-2,  in subcube d-, , (5) L5: the 
other links in subcube d-l . 

A link in L1 belongs to at most one spanning tree, 
since pivoted EDST's STO,STI ;-,STfl-2 are all 
edge-disjoint [ 5 ] .  In case A, a link in L2 belongs to T i ,  
0 i i I n - 3, if it is incident to node si and it belongs to 
Tn-2 otherwise. In case B, a link in L2 belongs to Ti,  
0 i i I n - 2, if it is incident to node si. Links in L3, 
except the link incident to node sL-~ ,  belong to Tfl-2 only 
in case A. Links in L3 are not used in case B .  A link in 
L4 belongs to Ti for case A, if it is incident to node s;, 
where O I i I n - 3 .  Links in U are not used in case B. 
Any link in L5 belongs to at most one spanning tree, 
since SZ$,S<, .-,and S<-2 are edge-disjoint9 

Lemma 5: For case A, heights of n - 2 light EDST's 
out of the n - 1 light EDST's are n; the other one has 
height n - 1. For case B, each of the n - 1 EDST's has 
height n. Each spanning tree is of optimal height. 

Proof: The two light EDST's in & shown in Fig. 4 to 
Fi . 6  are used as our basis. Note that each light EDST in 
Q3 has height 3, except when the address of the faulty 
node is (l20); in this case, the height of the light EDST 
rooted at (02 1 ) is 2. 

Case A: A Q'n is first decomposed into a sequence of n 
- 2 subcubes { Qn-2, ..., Q3, &}, before calling 
Algorithm A for constructing light EDST's. It takes one 
hop to append a light EDST S e ,  0 I i I n - 3, in d-l to 
a pivoted EDST STi in Q,,-l to form a light EDST Ti 
in & . For light EDST Tfl-2, appending nodes in subcube 
d-l to its corresponding nodes in subcube also 
increases the height by one. Algorithm A is called (n - 3) 
times while constructing n - I light EDST's for ($ 
from &. Therefore, the height of each light EDST in & 
is 3 + 1 + + 1 = n and the height of the light EDST 

is 2 + I + ... + I = n - I for the exception. 
Case B: The height of each pivoted EDST in dWl is n 

- 1 [51. Removal of the fault node from each pivoted 
EDST in d-l does not affect the hei ht. For 
constructing Ti, 0 I i I n - 2, appending node P to node 

I 

B 

siincreases the height by one. The height of each light 
E D S T i s n - I + I  = n .  

The address of the deepest node in a spanning tree is 
the complementary of that of the root node. The 
addresses of then - I roots are (0"-"1Oi), O I i I n - 2 .  
Only when the unique faulty node is located at (1 "-IO), 
the spanning tree rooted at (On-' 1) has height n-1. For all 
other situations, each spanning tree has height n, 
diameter of Qn , the minimal possible value0 

Theorem I: The output of Algorithm A fiids 
maximum number, n - I, of edge-disjoint spanning trees 
in Q!, , and each spanning tree is of optimal height. 

Proof: For the minimum indegree (outdegree) of & is 
n - I, at most n - I EDST's can be expected. With 
lemmas 4 and 5, Theorem 1 is pr0ved.U 

IV. Broadcasting on QL 
The performance of broadcasting is determined 

mainly by two factors. One is the bandwidth utilization, 
denoted a, which is the average number of packets can 
be sent per step from the root. The other factor is the 
latency, denoted b, which is the propagation delay for a 
packet. The latency can be measured by the number of 
steps for a packet to reach the farthest destination. The 
communication complexity of a broadcast is pg+ - 1 
if both a and p are Fied. The optimal communication 
complexity of a broadcast can be obtained if a is 
maximal and p is minimal. 

By taking the common neighbor of the roots of T i ,  
0 I i I n - 2, as the new root and reversing the direction 
of the directed link from each root to the new root a 
spanning graph, not a spanning tree, consists of n - 1 
EDST's, is formed. Broadcasting on e/n can be realized 
based on the spanning graph with the new root being 
source node. 

Lemma 6: The diameter of the spanning graph is n + 
1. 

Proof From lemma 5, the heights of the n - 1 EDST's 
are at most n. Reversing the direction of the directed 
link from each root to their common neighbor increases 
the height of each spanning by one; thus the maximal 
height become n + 1 .U 

Lemma 6 can also be proved by using the notion of the 
fault diameter 171. In [7], Latifi showed that d,-l = n + 
I, i.e., even if n - I processors fail, the diameter increases 
only by 1. In & , only 1 outgoing link of the source node 
can be used by each of the n - I EDST's. To each 
spanning tree this is equivalent to the case that the other 
n - I neighbors of the source node are not used, i.e., the n 
- I neighbors can be thought as faulty nodes, in the fiist 
step of broadcasting. Because there is only one faulty 
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node in e/n, at least n - 2 out of the n - I EDST's, rooted 
at the source node, are of height n + I, which is 
equivalent to d,-l (= n + 1). 

Theorem 2: The communication complexity of the 
broadcasting algorithm based on the spanning graph 
is r - y  + n ,  which is the minimal complexity. 

Proof: From Theorem 1, the value of Ct is n - I on 
a e/. From lemma 6, the value of p is n + I. The 
communication complexity of a broadcast is 131 + n 
because n - I is the maximal value for a and n + I is the 
minimal value for p and the complexity is minimalfl 

V. Conclusion 

The hypercube topology has been one of the most 
popular topologies used in distributed-memory 
multiprocessor. Because the probability that a processor 
may fail in such a parallel system is quite large, 
algorithms designed for faulty hypercubes are necessary. 

This paper has proposed an efficient method for 
constructing the maximum number of edge-disjoint 
spanning trees on a faulty hypercube, which is a 
hypercube containing one arbitrary faulty node. Each of 
the spanning trees is of optimal height. With these 
edge-disjoint spanning trees as our basis, a spanning 
graph is formed. Broadcasting based on the spanning 
graph sends messages to each node without any 
redundant messages. The communication complexity of a 
broadcast is n, which has an optimal bandwidth 
utilization and an optimal latency. 
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